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SEMICLASSICAL STATES FOR WEAKLY COUPLED
NONLINEAR SCHRO¨DINGER SYSTEMS
EUGENIO MONTEFUSCO, BENEDETTA PELLACCI, AND MARCO SQUASSINA
Abstract. We consider systems of weakly coupled Schro¨dinger equations with
nonconstant potentials and we investigate the existence of nontrivial nonnegative
solutions which concentrate around local minima of the potentials. We obtain
sufficient and necessary conditions for a sequence of least energy solutions to
concentrate.
1. Introduction
Starting from the celebrated works [8, 13, 26], the recent years have been marked
out by an ever-growing interest in the study of standing wave solutions to the
semi-linear Schro¨dinger equation (NLS)
iφt +∆φ+ |φ|2φ = 0 in R3 × (0,∞),
where i denotes the imaginary unit. As a related problem, a large amount of work
(see [2, 6, 5, 14, 16, 27] and references therein) has been devoted to the study of
the semiclassical states for (NLS), namely the study of the singularly perturbed
equation −ε2∆u+ V (x)u = u3 in R3 for ε going to zero, where V (x) is a potential
modeling the action of external forces. Under different hypotheses on the potential
V it has been proved that there exists a family of solutions {uε} which exhibits a
spike shape around the non-degenerate critical points of V and decays elsewhere.
From a physical point of view, the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation arises in the study
of nonlinear optics in isotropic materials, for instance the propagation of pulses in a
single-mode nonlinear optical fiber. However, a single-mode optical fiber is actually
bi-modal due to the presence of some birefringence effects which tend to split a pulse
into two pulses in two different polarization directions. Menyuk [20] showed that,
under various simplifications and variable scalings, the complex amplitudes of the
two wave packets φ and ψ in a birefringence optical fiber are governed by a system
of two coupled nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations ((CNLS) for short). Looking for
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standing wave solutions leads to study the following elliptic system
(1.1)
{
−∆u + u = u3 + bv2u in R3,
−∆v + ω2v = v3 + bu2v in R3,
where b is a real-valued cross phase coefficient depending upon the anisotropy of
the fiber, and ω is the frequencies ratio of the two waves. Physically, b > 0 is
known as the attractive case, whereas b < 0 is the repulsive case. Apart from
some special cases, the study of (1.1) is pretty complicated. This because of the
presence of semitrivial or scalar solutions, indeed, there always exist the solutions
(u, 0), (0, v) with u, v solutions of the single equations in (1.1); then it becomes
physically relevant to know whether or not a solution found is really vectorial,
i.e. with both nontrivial components. Recently, this problem has been tackled
in [3, 4, 19] by means of different methods. In particular, in [19] it has been
proved that for b sufficiently small every ground state solution necessarily has one
trivial component, while for b sufficiently large the ground state solutions have both
positive components. As far as concern the semiclassical states, we are naturally
lead to study the system
(Sε)
{
−ε2∆u+ V (x)u = u3 + bv2u in R3,
−ε2∆v +W (x)v = v3 + bu2v in R3.
This is the goal of this paper. We will assume that the potentials V,W are Ho¨lder
continuous functions in R3, bounded from below away from zero and ε is a small pa-
rameter which will approach zero. Our intent is to show the existence, for small ε, of
a nonnegative (i.e. with nonnegative components) least energy solution (uε, vε) and
then to prove sufficient and necessary conditions concerned with the concentration
of (uε, vε) around the local minimum (possibly degenerate) points of the potentials,
which are supposed to be in the same region. Aiming to use variational methods, we
will consider the functional Jε associated to (Sε), which satisfies all the assumptions
of the Mountain Pass theorem ([7]) except for the Palais-Smale condition since we
do not assume any global condition on V, W . Then, we will use a vectorial adapta-
tion of the argument in [14]; namely we will perform a penalization of Jε, exploiting
the homogeneity of the nonlinearities, outside the region containing the minimum
points of the potentials, so that we will consider a modified functional which sat-
isfies all the hypotheses of the Mountain Pass theorem including the Palais-Smale
condition. To show the concentration, we will argue on the sum uε(x)+ vε(x) prov-
ing that it is uniformly, with respect to ε, bounded away from zero, and by taking
advantage of the known properties of the autonomous system we can show that
uε(x) + vε(x) has exactly one global maximum point, which tends to a minimum
point of V or W . Here we cannot be more precise without assuming some condi-
tions on b as one between uε and vε may vanish or not as ε → 0. Namely, we can
show that for b smaller than a positive constant b0 (defined in (2.5)) either uε or vε
necessarily expires and the other tends–up to scalings–to the least energy solution
of the corresponding autonomous nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. When b is large
(greater than a positive constant b1 defined in (2.5)) both uε and vε survive and we
recover a least energy vectorial solution of the autonomous system (see Theorem
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2.1). As physically reasonable, for materials with low anisotropy, one component of
the system is predominant upon the other, since the low birefringence is not able to
split a soliton-type solution in two distinct pulses. Recently, it was studied in [22]
the repulsive case b < 0 (a model for the Bose-Einstein condensation). We stress
that the methods used therein are very different from ours, since the change of sign
of the constant b produces a different behavior of the solutions (see also [15] for the
case of a single equation).
Concerning the necessary conditions for a sequence of solutions to concentrate,
contrary to the scalar case with power nonlinearity ([2, 6]), we cannot in general
derive an explicit representation of the so called ground energy function Σ (see
formulas (2.8)-(2.9)). The underlying philosophy is that when the limit problem
(1.1) lacks of uniqueness, then the ground energy function, which will be shown to
be at least locally Lipschitz continuous, may lose its additional smoothness proper-
ties. Nevertheless, in this framework, on the line of [25], we prove that a necessary
condition for a family of solutions (uε, vε) to concentrate around a given point z,
is that z is a critical point, not necessarily a minimum point, of Σ in the sense of
the Clarke subdifferential ∂C , that is 0 ∈ ∂CΣ(z). Moreover, due to the previously
mentioned characterization of least energy solutions in terms of the coupling pa-
rameter b (see proposition 3.18), we partition the concentration points E into three
classes E = EV ∪ EW ∪ EΣ, where
EV × EW × EΣ ⊂ Crit(V )× Crit(W )× CritC(Σ).
denoting Crit(f) (resp. CritC(f)) the set of classical (resp. in the sense of the Clarke
subdifferential) critical points of a function f . In this partition we can see again
that if a family of solution concentrates around a given point then we derive as a
limit problem either a single equation or the entire system, depending on the value
of b. Namely, we will find some positive constants b∞0 < b
∞
1 < b
∞
2 such that for
b < b∞0 we obtain the single equation as the limit problem, for b > b
∞
2 we show
that if a family of least energy solutions concentrates, then its scaling around a
minimum point of the potentials converges to a real vectorial least energy solution
of the autonomous system.
The plan of the paper is the following.
In Section 2 we introduce the functional setting and the statements of the main
results. In Section 3 we proceed with the proof of the main result regarding the
sufficient conditions for concentration. In Section 4 we prove the main achievement
on the necessary conditions for the concentration.
2. The functional framework and main statements
Let V (x) and W (x) be Ho¨lder continuous functions in R3 and suppose that there
exists a positive constant α such that
(2.1) V (x), W (x) ≥ α for all x ∈ R3.
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In order to study (Sε) we use variational methods, so that we introduce the Hilbert
space
H =
{
(u, v) ∈ H1 ×H1 :
∫
R3
V (x)u2 <∞,
∫
R3
W (x)v2 <∞
}
,
where H1 = H1(R3) is the usual first order Sobolev space in R3. The norm in H is
‖(u, v)‖2
H
= ‖u‖2ε,V + ‖v‖2ε,W , where
‖u‖2ε,V = ε2‖∇u‖22 +
∫
R3
V (x)u2, ‖v‖2ε,W = ε2‖∇v‖22 +
∫
R3
W (x)v2,
being ε a small parameter and where we denote with ‖ · ‖p the standard norm in
Lp = Lp(R3) for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. We will study the functional Jε : H→ R defined by
Jε(u, v) =
1
2
‖u‖2ε,V +
1
2
‖v‖2ε,W −
∫
R3
F (u, v),
where we have set
F (u, v) =
1
4
(u4 + 2bu2v2 + v4), with b > 0.
It is easily checked that Jε is well defined and of class C
1 on H. A nontrivial solution
of problem (Sε) is a couple (uε, vε) 6= (0, 0) in H, critical point of Jε.
We denote by B(x, r) the open ball centered at x with radius r and with ∂B(x, r)
its boundary.
As far as concern the sufficient conditions for the concentration to occur, we will
prove two main results; the first is the following.
Theorem 2.1. Assume (2.1) and that there exist z ∈ R3 and r > 0 such that
V0 = min
B(z,r)
V < min
∂B(z,r)
V,(2.2)
W0 = min
B(z,r)
W < min
∂B(z,r)
W.(2.3)
Then there exists ε0 > 0 such that, for every 0 < ε < ε0, problem (Sε) admits a
nontrivial solution (uε, vε) ∈ H, uε, vε ≥ 0, such that the following facts hold:
(i) (uε + vε) admits exactly one global maximum point xε ∈ B(z, r) with
(2.4) lim
ε→0
V (xε) = V0 or lim
ε→0
W (xε) =W0.
Furthermore, there exist µ1, µ2 > 0 such that, for every x ∈ R3,
uε(x) + vε(x) ≤ µ1e−µ2
|x−xε|
ε .
(ii) Let us define b0 < b1 by
(2.5) b0 = max
{
4
√
W0
V0
, 4
√
V0
W0
}
, b1 = max
{
h
(√
W0
V0
)
, h
(√
V0
W0
)}
,
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with
(2.6) h(s) = min
{
s
32
(
7 +
1
s2
)2
− 1, s
2 + 3
4
}
.
Then the following facts hold:
- if b < b0, there exists σ > 0 such that for all 0 < ε < ε0,
either uε(xε)→ 0 and vε(xε) ≥ σ or vε(xε)→ 0 and uε(xε) ≥ σ.
- if b > b1, then there exist σ > 0 such that, for all 0 < ε < ε0,
uε(xε) ≥ σ, vε(xε) ≥ σ.
Remarks 2.2. (1) Actually, we can be more precise in conclusion (ii) of The-
orem 2.1. Indeed, if V0 < W0 uε converges to zero while vε(xε) remains
bounded away from zero; otherwise if W0 < V0 uε survives and vε expires
(see Remark 3.4 for more details).
(2) In the case V =W , there holds b0 = b1 = 1; then for b < 1 (uε, vε) converges
(up to scalings) to the least energy solution of one of the equations in (Sε).
While, for b > 1 (uε, vε) converges to a real vector solution of the system
(Sε).
(3) The constants b0 and b1 depend only on the minima V0,W0, so that V and
W may have a degenerate minimum point or a closed, connected bounded
set of nonnegative measure of minimum points;
(4) When considering the action of external forces in the propagation of pulses
in optical fibers, the potentials in the model problem are V (x) and W (x) =
V (x) + c with c positive constant. In this case the result follows just by
assuming that (2.2) holds.
We can also prove a more general result than Theorem 2.1. In order to do this,
let us define the functional with frozen potentials Iz : H
1 ×H1 → R
(2.7) Iz(u, v) =
1
2
‖u‖2z +
1
2
‖v‖2z −
∫
R3
F (u, v),
where ‖u‖2z = ‖∇u‖22+V (z)‖u‖22 for every u ∈ H1. The critical points of Iz are the
solutions of the system
(Sz)
{
−∆u+ V (z)u = u3 + bv2u in R3,
−∆v +W (z)v = v3 + bu2v in R3.
The Nehari manifold associated to Iz is defined by
(2.8) Nz =
{
(u, v) ∈ H1 ×H1 \ {(0, 0)} : 〈I ′z(u, v), (u, v)〉 = 0
}
,
and the infimum of Iz on Nz
(2.9) Σ(z) = inf
Nz
Iz .
Following the same argument of Lemma 3.1 in [19], it is possible to prove that the
Mountain Pass level of Iz is equal to Σ(z). In the following we will denote with
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(ϕz, ψz) 6= (0, 0) the point where Iz achieves Σ(z), that is (ϕz, ψz) will be a least
energy solution of (Sz) (see [9] or [19], for example).
Because of this property, the function Σ is known as the ground energy function
and plays an important role when studying necessary and sufficient conditions for
the concentration to occur, as the following result shows.
Theorem 2.3. Assume (2.1) and that there exist z ∈ R3 and r > 0 such that
Σ0 = min
B(z,r)
Σ < min
∂B(z,r)
Σ.(2.10)
Then there exists ε0 > 0 such that, for every 0 < ε < ε0, problem (Sε) admits a
nontrivial solution (uε, vε) ∈ H, uε, vε ≥ 0, such that (uε + vε) admits exactly one
global maximum point xε ∈ B(z, r) with
(2.11) lim
ε→0
Σ(xε) = Σ0,
and conclusions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1 hold true.
Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.3 is more general than Theorem 2.1. Indeed, conditions
(2.2)-(2.3) imply the desired information (2.10) (see for the details the proof in
Section 2.1). However, Theorem 2.3 is an abstract result since we cannot write
down explicitly the function Σ, due to the possible lack of uniqueness of least energy
solutions of ((Sz)). It would be interesting to see if, by assuming the Σ admits a
’topologically nontrivial’ Clarke critical point, the concentration still pops up.
Aiming to state a necessary condition for a family of solutions (uε, vε) to concen-
trate around a point z, we need a few preliminary definitions.
Definition 2.5. Let z ∈ R3 and let bz ≥ 1 be defined by
(2.12) bz = max
{
4
√
W (z)
V (z)
, 4
√
V (z)
W (z)
}
.
For every b > 0, we put
Ob =
{
z ∈ R3 : bz ≥ b
}
.
Next we define the concentration sets.
Definition 2.6. The concentration set for system (Sε), E , is defined by
E =
{
z ∈ R3 : there exists a sequence of solutions (uε, vε) ∈ H of (Sε) with
uε(z + εx) + vε(z + εx)→ 0 as |x| → ∞ uniformly with respect
to ε and ε−3Jε(uε, vε)→ Σ(z) as ε→ 0
}
.
We also introduce the subsets of E
EV :=
{
z ∈ E ∩ Ob : uε(z) ≥ δ for some δ > 0 and any ε > 0
}
,
EW :=
{
z ∈ E ∩ Ob : vε(z) ≥ δ for some δ > 0 and any ε > 0
}
,
EΣ := E \ Ob.
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In general the function Σ is not known to be differentiable, but it is always locally
Lipschitz, as we will see. On the other hand, we need to consider the critical points
of Σ, so that we will use the Clarke subdifferential (see [12]), which is well defined
for a locally Lipschitz function. We will need the following definition.
Definition 2.7. For V, W ∈ C1(R3) and Σ ∈ Liploc(R3) we denote by Crit(V )
and Crit(W ) the sets of the critical points in Ob of V and W respectively, and by
CritC(Σ) the set of z 6∈ Ob critical points of Σ in the sense of Clarke subdifferential,
that is:
Crit(V ) =
{
z ∈ Ob : ∇V (z) = 0
}
,
Crit(W ) =
{
z ∈ Ob : ∇W (z) = 0
}
,
CritC(Σ) =
{
z 6∈ Ob : ∂CΣ(z) ∋ 0
}
,
where
∂CΣ(z) =
{
η ∈ R3 : Σ0(z, w) ≥ η · w, for every w ∈ R3},
being Σ0(z, w) the generalized derivative of Σ at z along w ∈ R3, defined by
Σ0(z;w) = lim sup
ξ→z
λ→0+
Σ(ξ + λw)− Σ(ξ)
λ
.
We can now state the following necessary condition.
Theorem 2.8. Assume (2.1) and that V, W ∈ C1(R3) with
(2.13) |∇V (x)| ≤ βeγ|x| and |∇W (x)| ≤ βeγ|x|,
for all x ∈ R3 and for some constants β > 0 and γ ≥ 0. Then Σ is locally Lipschitz
continuous and the following facts hold:
(a) EV ∩ EW ∩ {z ∈ R3 : V (z) 6=W (z)} = ∅ and
E = EV ∪ EW ∪ EΣ,
where
EV × EW × EΣ ⊂ Crit(V )× Crit(W )× CritC(Σ).
(b) If V,W ∈ L∞, let b∞0 < b∞1 < b∞2 be defined by
b∞0 = max
{
4
√
α
‖V ‖∞ ,
4
√
α
‖W‖∞
}
,(2.14)
b∞1 = max
{
4
√
‖V ‖∞
α
,
4
√
‖W‖∞
α
}
,(2.15)
b∞2 = max
{
h
(√
‖V ‖∞
α
)
, h
(√
‖W‖∞
α
)}
,(2.16)
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where h is defined in (2.6). Then
E =
{
EV ∪ EW for all b ≤ b∞0 ,
EΣ for all b > b∞1 .
In addition, for every b > b∞2 both the components of the solution remain bounded
away from zero from below.
Remark 2.9. As EΣ ⊂ CritC(Σ), in particular, for z ∈ EΣ, it holds
0 ∈ Co
{
lim
j→∞
∇Σ(ξj) : ξj 6∈ D and ξj → z
}
,
where Co denotes the convex hull and D is any null set containing the set of points
at which Σ fails to be differentiable. This follows by a well known property of the
Clarke subdifferential (see e.g. [12]).
Remark 2.10. Assume for a moment that system (Sz) admits a unique ground
state solution, up to translations. Then, in light of formulas (4.15) it follows that
Σ is differentiable at z, ∂CΣ(z) = {∇Σ(z)} and hence, ∇Σ(z) = 0 provided that
z ∈ EΣ. On the other hand, we point out that, in general, (Sz) lacks of uniqueness
of ground state solutions. For instance, if b = V (z) = W (z) = 1 and U is the
unique solution to −∆U + U = U3 in R3, then the pairs (cos(θ)U, sin(θ)U) with
0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 are all ground states solutions. In the case b < 1, by the results of [19]
the system has at least the scalar least energy solutions (0, U) and (U, 0). In the
case b > 1, we suspect that the system admits a unique ground state solution. On
the other hand, up to now, a proof seems out of reach.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1
We will follow the arguments used in [14] for the single equation. Let γ > 0 be
such that
(3.1) γ <
α
3
√
max{1, b} .
For any s, t ∈ R, let us set
F♯(s, t) =

1
4
(
s4 + 2bs2t2 + t4
)
if s4 + 2bs2t2 + t4 ≤ γ2,
γ
2
√
s4 + 2bs2t2 + t4 − γ
2
4
if s4 + 2bs2t2 + t4 ≥ γ2;
it follows that
∇F♯(s, t) =

((s2 + bt2)s, (t2 + bs2)t) if s4 + 2bs2t2 + t4 ≤ γ2,
γ
((s2 + bt2)s, (t2 + bs2)t)√
s4 + 2bs2t2 + t4
if s4 + 2bs2t2 + t4 ≥ γ2.
It is easy to see that F♯ ∈ C1(R2). Let B(z, r) a ball of radius r centered in z with
z satisfying conditions (2.2)-(2.3); we define
G(x, s, t) = χ(x)F (s, t) + (1− χ(x))F♯(s, t),
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for a.e. x ∈ R3 and any s, t ∈ R, where χ is the characteristic function of the ball
B(z, r). In the light of the above definition, it follows that the following conditions
hold for every (s, t) in R2
(3.2) 0 ≤ 3G(x, s, t) < ∇G(x, s, t) · (s, t) ∀ x ∈ B(z, r),
and, for every x 6∈ B(z, r),
(3.3) 0 ≤ 2G(x, s, t) ≤ ∇G(x, s, t) · (s, t) ≤ 1
k
[
V (x)s2 +W (x)t2
]
with k > 3.
We study the following functional
J˜ε(u, v) =
1
2
‖u‖2ε,V +
1
2
‖v‖2ε,W −
∫
R3
G(x, u, v).
Note that J˜ε is of class C
1 on H and its critical points solve the system
(3.4)
{
−ε2∆u+ V (x)u = Gu(x, u, v) in R3,
−ε2∆v +W (x)v = Gv(x, u, v) in R3.
For each ε > 0 fixed, we will find a critical point of J˜ε by applying the Mountain
Pass theorem ([7]), so that we define
(3.5) cε = inf
γ∈Γ
sup
t∈[0,1]
J˜ε(γ(t)),
where Γ = {γ ∈ C([0, 1],H) : γ(0) = (0, 0), J˜ε(γ(1)) < 0}. Arguing as in Lemma
2.1 in [14] and as in Lemma 3.2 in [19] it is possible to prove that
(3.6) cε = inf
(u,v)∈H\{(0,0)}
sup
t≥0
J˜ε(tu, tv).
Moreover, we will compare cε with the level Σ(z) (defined in (2.9)) of a ground
state solution (ϕz, ψz) of the limit system (Sz). It is well known (see e.g. [10], [19])
that the functions ϕz, ψz are radially symmetric, nonnegative functions which decay
exponentially to zero at infinity.
First of all, we show that J˜ε possesses suitably estimated critical values.
Lemma 3.1. Assume (2.1). Then J˜ε has a nontrivial critical point (uε, vε) ∈ H
such that
(3.7) J˜ε(uε, vε) ≤ ε3(Σ(z) + o(1)),
where o(1)→ 0 as ε→ 0. Moreover, there exists a positive constant c0 such that
(3.8) ‖uε‖2ε,V + ‖vε‖2ε,W ≤ c0ε3.
Proof. Note that (0, 0) is a local minimum of the functional J˜ε, since it holds
J˜ε(u, v) ≥ c‖(u, v)‖2H, provided that the norm ‖(u, v)‖H is sufficiently small. More-
over, let (φ, ψ) ∈ H with supp(φ)∪supp(ψ) ⊂ B(z, r) and observe that J˜ε(t(φ, ψ))→
−∞ as t → +∞. Then we can construct a Palais-Smale sequence at level cε (de-
fined in (3.5)). Conditions (3.2) and (3.3) imply that hypothesis (g3) in [14] is
satisfied in our context, so that the compactness of Palais-Smale sequences can be
recovered following the proof of Lemma 1.1 in [14]. By applying the Mountain Pass
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Theorem ([7]), we get a nontrivial critical point (uε, vε) at level cε. In order to show
estimate (3.7), we need to consider a suitable pair of functions which models the
concentration phenomenon. Let us define the functions
u∗(x) = η(x)ϕz
(
x− z
ε
)
v∗(x) = η(x)ψz
(
x− z
ε
)
,
where η is a smooth function compactly supported in B(z, r) and such that η = 1 in
a small neighborhood of z and (ϕz, ψz) is a ground state solution of problem (Sz).
From the definitions of G(x, s, t) and η(x) we deduce that J˜ε(tu
∗, tv∗) = Jε(tu
∗, tv∗),
so that it is easy to compute the supremum for t ≥ 0 of J˜ε(tu∗, tv∗) and by using
(3.6) we derive
J˜ε(uε, vε) = cε ≤ sup
t≥0
J˜ε(tu
∗, tv∗) = ε3 [Σ(z) + o(1)] ,
that is (3.7) holds. Finally, using (3.7), the weak form of (3.4) tested with (uε, vε)
and (3.2), (3.3), it is possible to get also (3.8). 
In the next proposition the asymptotic behavior outside B(z, r) of the critical
point (uε, vε) found in Lemma 3.1 is studied.
Proposition 3.2. Assume (2.1) and that z ∈ R3 and r > 0 satisfy conditions (2.2)
and (2.3). Then for every δ > 0 there exists εδ > 0 such that
(3.9) sup
0<ε<εδ
sup
x∈R3\B(z,r)
(uε(x) + vε(x)) < δ.
Proof. Let us first prove that
(3.10) lim
ε→0
sup
x∈∂B(z,r)
(uε(x) + vε(x)) = 0.
We proceed by contradiction, assuming that there exist a sequence {εn} converging
to 0 and a sequence {xn} ⊂ ∂B(z, r) such that, for some positive constant β,
(3.11) uεn(xn) + vεn(xn) ≥ β for all n ≥ 1.
Since ∂B(z, r) is a compact set, we can assume that there exists a subsequence of
{xn}, still denoted by {xn}, which converges to a point x0 ∈ ∂B(z, r). Consider the
scalings of uεn and vεn centered at xn, that is
φn(x) = uεn(xn + εnx) ψn(x) = vεn(xn + εnx),
which are critical points of the functional Jn defined in H by
J˜n(u, v) =
1
2
‖u‖21,V (xn+εnx) +
1
2
‖v‖21,W (xn+εnx) −
∫
R3
G(xn + εnx, u, v),
so that the couple (φn, ψn) solve the system
(3.12)
{
−∆φn + V (xn + εnx)φn = Gu(xn + εnx, φn, ψn),
−∆ψn +W (xn + εnx)ψn = Gv(xn + εnx, φn, ψn).
Notice that, by a simple change of scale, it is possible to verify that
(3.13) J˜n(φn, ψn) = ε
−3
n J˜εn(uεn, vεn).
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From (3.8) we have that the sequences φn and ψn are bounded in H
1; this, (3.12)
and elliptic regularity estimates imply that φn and ψn converge C
2 on compact sets
to a couple (φ, ψ) ∈ H, which, by (3.11) must be nontrivial. In addition, there
exists a function ξ ∈ L∞, with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 such that χ(xn + εnx) converges to ξ
weakly* in L∞. Then, the pair (φ, ψ) is a solution of{
−∆φ + V (x0)φ = Ĝu(x, φ, ψ),
−∆ψ +W (x0)ψ = Ĝv(x, φ, ψ),
where Ĝ(x, s, t) = ξ(x)F (s, t)+(1−ξ(x))F♯(s, t). The preceding system is the Euler
equation of the functional
Jx0(u, v) =
1
2
‖u‖21,V (x0) +
1
2
‖v‖21,W (x0) −
∫
R3
Ĝ(x, u, v).
On the other hand, conditions (3.2) and (3.3) allow us to follow the same arguments
of Lemma 2.2 in [14] to deduce that
(3.14) lim inf
n→∞
Jn(φn, ψn) ≥ Jx0(φ, ψ).
Indeed, consider the function
hn =
1
2
[|∇φn|2 + |∇ψn|2 + V (xn + εnx)|φn|2 +W (xn + εnx)|ψn|2]
−G(xn + εnx, φn, ψn).
Choosing R > 0 sufficiently large, from the C1 convergence of φn, ψn over compacts,
and since φ and ψ belong to H1 we have, for every δ > 0 fixed,
lim
n→∞
∫
BR
hn ≥ Jx0(φ, ψ)− δ,
where BR stands for B(0, R). Moreover, taking ηR a smooth cut-off function such
that ηR = 0 on BR−1 and ηR = 1 on R
3 \ BR, and using as test function in (3.12)
w = ηR(φn, ψn), it is possible to obtain
lim inf
n→∞
∫
R3\BR
hn ≥ −δ,
yielding (3.14). Since (φ, ψ) is a critical point of Jx0 we have
(3.15) Jx0(φ, ψ) = max
t≥0
Jx0(t(φ, ψ)).
Moreover, it holds F (s, t) ≥ F♯(s, t), so that Ĝ(x, s, t) ≤ F (s, t) which, together
with (3.15), implies that
(3.16) Jx0(φ, ψ) ≥ inf
(u,v)∈H
sup
t≥0
Ix0(t(u, v)) = Σ(x0).
From assumptions (2.2), (2.3) it follows that V (x0) > V0 and W (x0) > W0, this
means that Σ(x0) > Σ(z), where Σ(z) is defined in (2.9). This, (3.13), (3.14) and
(3.16) yield
(3.17) Σ(z) < Jx0(φ, ψ) ≤ lim inf
n→∞
Jn(φn, ψn) ≤ Σ(z),
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which is a contradiction, proving (3.10).
We are now ready to conclude the proof of the result. Let us fix δ > 0; from
(3.10) it follows that there exists εδ > 0 such that 0 ≤ uε(x) < δ and 0 ≤ vε(x) < δ
for any x ∈ ∂B(z, r) and ε ∈ (0, εδ). It follows that (uε− δ)+ = 0 and (vε− δ)+ = 0
on ∂B(z, r) and hence we can choose
φε = (uε − δ)+χ{|x−z|>r} ∈ H1, ψε = (vε − δ)+χ{|x−z|>r} ∈ H1,
as test functions for system (3.4). By multiplying and integrating over R3, we obtain∫
R3\B(z,r)
(
ε2|∇(uε − δ)+|2 + V (x)uε(uε − δ)+ −Gu(x, uε, vε)(uε − δ)+
)
+
∫
R3\B(z,r)
(
ε2|∇(vε − δ)+|2 +W (x)vε(vε − δ)+ −Gv(x, uε, vε)(vε − δ)+
)
= 0.
Note that, since we can write
Gu(x, uε, vε) =

Gu(x, uε, vε)
uε
[(uε − δ) + δ] if uε(x) > 0,
0 if uε(x) = 0,
and
Gv(x, uε, vε) =

Gv(x, uε, vε)
vε
[(vε − δ) + δ] if vε(x) > 0,
0 if vε(x) = 0,
the preceding identity turns into∫
R3\B(z)
(
ε2|∇(uε − δ)+|2 +Υε(x)|(uε − δ)+|2 +Υε(x)δ(uε − δ)+
)
+
∫
R3\B(z)
(
ε2|∇(vε − δ)+|2 + Λε(x)|(vε − δ)+|2 + Λε(x)δ(vε − δ)+
)
= 0,
where we have set
Υε(x) = V (x)− γ u
2
ε(x) + bv
2
ε(x)√
u4ε(x) + 2bu
2
ε(x)v
2
ε (x) + v
4
ε(x)
and
Λε(x) =W (x)− γ v
2
ε(x) + bu
2
ε(x)√
u4ε(x) + 2bu
2
ε(x)v
2
ε (x) + v
4
ε(x)
.
By virtue of (3.1), it is easy to show that Υε(x) ≥ 2α/3 and Λε(x) ≥ 2α/3 for all x
with uε(x) > 0 or vε(x) > 0, which implies that (uε(x)−δ)+ = 0 and (uε(x)−δ)+ = 0
for every x 6∈ B(z, r) and every 0 < ε < εδ, namely the assertion. 
When proving Theorem 2.1 we will use Theorem 2.9 in [19] which gives a neces-
sary condition for the existence of vector ground state (that is a ground state (u, v)
with u > 0 and v > 0) for an autonomous system. Here, for the reader convenience,
we briefly sketch the proof in the presence of a two different constant potentials.
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Proposition 3.3. Let κ1, κ2 > 0 and (u, v) ∈ H1 × H1 be a least energy solution
of the system
(3.18)
{
−∆u+ κ1u = u3 + bv2u in R3,
−∆v + κ2v = v3 + bu2v in R3.
Let b0 and b1 be defined by
(3.19) b0 = max
{
4
√
κ1
κ2
, 4
√
κ2
κ1
}
b1 = max
{
h
(√
κ1
κ2
)
, h
(√
κ2
κ1
)}
,
where h(s) is defined in (2.6). Then the following facts holds:
(a) if b < b0 then either u ≡ 0 and v 6≡ 0 or u 6≡ 0 and v ≡ 0.
(b) if b > b1 then u 6≡ 0 and v 6≡ 0.
Proof. Suppose that (u, v) is a vector ground state of (3.18) and assume, without
loss of generality, that 0 < κ2 ≤ κ1. Consider the functions
u(x) =
1√
k1
u
(
x√
k1
)
v(x) =
1√
k1
v
(
x√
k1
)
,
the above system becomes{
−∆u+ u = u3 + bv2u in R3,
−∆v + ω2v = v3 + bu2v in R3,
where we set ω2 = κ2/κ1 ≤ 1. Then, conclusion (a) follows by applying [19,
Theorem 2.9], whereas conclusion (b) can be obtained by arguing as in the proofs
of [19, Theorems 2.3, 2.8] (see Remark 2.11 therein). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By virtue of Proposition 3.2, taking into account the defini-
tion of G, the pair (uε, vε) 6= (0, 0) turns out to be a solution of (Sε). From elliptic
regularity theory it follows that uε, vε are nonnegative C
2 functions. Let ξε a local
maximum point of the function uε(x) + vε(x), then
0 ≤ −∆(uε + vε)(ξε) =− V (ξε)uε(ξε)−W (ξε)vε(ξε)
+
(
u2ε(ξε) + bv
2
ε(ξε)
)
uε(ξε) +
(
v2ε(ξε) + bu
2
ε(ξε)
)
vε(ξε).
Using (2.1), there exists a positive radius σ, independent on ε, such that
(3.20) (uε + vε)(ξε) ≥ σ.
Let us first prove (2.4) of conclusion (i) in Theorem 2.1 arguing by contradiction.
More precisely, consider εn → 0 and xn ∈ B(z, r) a local maximum point of uεn+vεn.
Let xn → x∗ ∈ B(z, r), and assume that both V (x∗) > V0 and W (x∗) > W0. Then,
we can consider the sequences φn(x) = uεn(xn + εnx), ψn(x) = vεn(xn + εnx)
and the limit (φ, ψ), critical point of the limit functional Ix∗ . First, note that
(φ, ψ) 6= (0, 0) thanks to (3.20); moreover, by virtue of the inequalities V (x∗) > V0
and W (x∗) > W0, the critical level Ix∗(φ, ψ) can be compared with Σ(z), yielding
again a contradiction. Then, in order to prove conclusion (i) of Theorem 2.1, it
is only left to show the uniqueness of the maximum point of the function uε + vε.
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Assume by contradiction that there exist a sequence {εn} converging to zero and
two local maxima x1n, x
2
n ∈ B(z, r), which both satisfy (3.20). We consider the
sequences
φn(x) = uεn(x
1
n + εnx) and ψn(x) = vεn(x
1
n + εnx).
Arguing as before, we show that the couple (φn, ψn) converges in the C
2 sense over
compacts to a solution (φ, ψ) of (Sz) with z = x1 and V (x
1) = V0 andW (x
1) = W0.
From (3.20) we get that (φ, ψ) 6= (0, 0) and from [10] we deduce that (φ, ψ) are
nonnegative, radially symmetric functions. Then the sum φ + ψ has a local non-
degenerate maximum point, which, up to translations, is located in the origin. This
facts and the C2 convergence of φn+ψn imply that xn = (x
2
n−x1n)/εn →∞. Then
we can argue as in the proof of (3.14) to get a contradiction. Indeed, we consider
the function
hn =
1
2
[|∇φn|2 + |∇ψn|2 + V (x1n + εnx)φ2n +W (x1n + εnx)ψ2n]− F (φn, ψn).
For every δ we can choose R > 0 and n0 sufficiently large such that BR∩BR(xn) = ∅
for every n ≥ n0 and
(3.21) lim
n→∞
∫
BR(0)
hn ≥ Ix1(φ, ψ)− δ.
Moreover,
lim
n→∞
∫
BR(xn)
hn=
1
2
lim
n→∞
{∫
BR
[|∇φ¯n|2 + |∇ψ¯n|2 + V (x2n + εnxn)φ¯2n
+W (x2n + εnxn)ψ¯
2
n
]− ∫
BR
F (φ¯n, ψ¯n)
}
where we put φ¯n(y) = φn(y+xn), ψ¯n(y) = ψn(y+xn). As V (x
1) = V (x2) = V0 and
W (x1) =W (x2) = W0, we get
(3.22) lim
n→∞
∫
BR(xn)
hn ≥ Ix2(φ¯, ψ¯)− δ = Ix1(φ, ψ)− δ.
Then, arguing as in the proof of (3.14) we get
lim inf
n→∞
Jn(φn, ψn) ≥ 2Σ(x1) = 2Σ(z),
which is in contradiction with (3.7).
In order to prove the exponential decay, notice that, by Proposition 3.2, uε and
vε decay to zero at infinity, uniformly with respect to ε. Hence we find ρ > 0,
Θ ∈ (0,√α) and ε0 > 0 such that u2ε + bv2ε ≤ α−Θ2 and v2ε + bu2ε ≤ α−Θ2, for all
|x− xε| > ερ and 0 < ε < ε0. Let us set
ξρ(x) = Mρe
−Θ(|x−xε
ε
|−ρ), Mρ = sup
(0,ε0)
max
|x|=ρ
(uε + vε),
and introduce the set A = ⋃R>ρDR, where, for any R > ρ,
DR =
{
ρ < |x| < R : uε(x) + vε(x) > ξρ(x) for some ε ∈ (0, ε0)
}
.
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Assume by contradiction that A 6= ∅. Then there exist R∗ > ρ and ε∗ ∈ (0, ε0) with
ε2∆(ξρ − uε∗ − vε∗) ≤
[
Θ2 − 2εΘ|x− xε|
]
ξρ −Θ2uε∗ −Θ2vε∗
≤ Θ2(ξρ − uε∗ − vε∗) < 0, in DR for all R ≥ R∗.
Hence, by the maximum principle, we get
ξρ − uε∗ − vε∗ ≥ min
{
min
|x|=ρ
(ξρ − uε∗ − vε∗), min
|x|=R
(ξρ − uε∗ − vε∗)
}
,
in DR for all R ≥ R∗. Letting R→∞ and recalling the definition of ξρ yields
ξρ − uε∗ − vε∗ ≥ min
{
min
|x|=ρ
(ξρ − uε∗ − vε∗), 0
}
≥ 0, in
⋃
R≥R∗
DR.
In turn, uε∗(x) + vε∗(x) ≤ ξρ(x) for all x in ∪R≥R∗DR, which yields a contradiction.
Whence A = ∅, and the desired exponential decay follows.
Now we prove conclusion (ii) of Theorem 2.1. Once again, let us set (φε, ψε) =
(uε(xε + εx), vε(xε + εx)). Note that (3.8) gives us ‖(φε, ψε)‖H ≤ C and the pair
(φε, ψε) solves {
−∆φε + V (xε + εx)φε = φ3ε + bψ2εφε in R3
−∆ψε +W (xε + εx)ψε = ψ3ε + bφ2εψε in R3.
From the conclusion (i) we have that xε converges to p, with V (p) = V0 andW (p) =
W0, and (φε, ψε) converges to (φ, ψ), least energy solution of (3.18) with κ1 = V0
and κ2 = W0. Then, if b < b0, in the light of Proposition 3.3, either φ ≡ 0 or
ψ ≡ 0. Since φε and ψε converge uniformly over compacts, we have that either
uε(xε) = φε(0) → 0 or vε(xε) = ψε(0) → 0. Similarly, if b > b1, in the light of
Proposition 3.3 φ 6= 0 and ψ 6= 0, and the assertion follows. 
Remark 3.4. In the previous theorem we have proved that the least energy solution
(uε, vε) converges (up to scalings) to a least energy (by (3.7)) solution (φ, ψ) of
(3.23)
{
−∆φ+ V0φ = φ3 + bψ2φ,
−∆ψ +W0ψ = ψ3 + bφ2ψ.
Moreover, for b < b0, one between φ, ψ is necessarily zero; so that (φ, ψ) is actually
either (φ, 0) or (0, ψ), with φ (respectively ψ) the unique least energy solution of
−∆φ + V0φ = φ3 (respectively −∆ψ +W0ψ = ψ3). Then, if V0 < W0, the least
scalar energy solution of (3.23) is (φ, 0), yielding vε(xε)→ 0. Otherwise, ifW0 < V0,
uε(xε)→ 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. It suffices to run through the various steps of the proof of
Theorem 2.1 up to formula (3.16). Now, in order to obtain (3.17) we can use
hypothesis (2.10) instead of (2.2), (2.3) to get directly
Σ(z) < Σ(x0) ≤ Jx0(φ, ψ) ≤ lim inf
n→∞
Jn(φn, ψn) ≤ Σ(z),
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as x0 ∈ ∂B(z, r) and z ∈ B(z, r), yielding the desired contradiction and thus
eventually proving Proposition 3.2. If xε is the sequence of maximum points, there
holds Σ(xε)→ Σ0, otherwise one would get a contradiction similar to the one above.
The dichotomy and the exponential decay can be proved exactly as we have done
in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.8
In this section we will prove Theorem 2.8. To this aim, the following preliminary
lemma will be useful.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that V, W ∈ C1(R3) satisfy (2.13). If z ∈ E , then
(4.1) γ1(z)∇V (z) + γ2(z)∇W (z) = 0,
for some γ1(z) ≥ 0, γ2(z) ≥ 0, one of them being nontrivial.
Proof. Let z ∈ E , εn a sequence converging to zero and (uεn, vεn) solution of problem
(Sε) that satisfies the properties in Definition 2.6. Let us define ϕn(x) = uεn(z+εnx),
ψn(x) = vεn(z + εnx) and the lagrangian L : R3 ×R×R×R3 ×R3 → R defined as
L(x, s1, s2, ξ1, ξ2) = |ξ1|
2 + |ξ2|2
2
+V (z+ εnx)
s21
2
+W (z+ εnx)
s22
2
− s
4
1 + 2bs
2
1s
2
2 + s
4
2
4
.
By the Pucci-Serrin identity for systems [23, see §5], we have
3∑
i,ℓ=1
∫
R3
∂ih
ℓ∂iψn ∂ℓψn +
3∑
i,ℓ=1
∫
R3
∂ih
ℓ∂iϕn ∂ℓϕn
=
∫
R3
divhL(x, ϕn, ψn,∇ϕn,∇ψn)
+
1
2
∫
R3
εnh · [∇V (z + εnx)ϕ2n +∇W (z + εnx)ψ2n],
for all h ∈ C1c (R3,R3). Let us choose, for any λ > 0,
hj : R
3 → R3, hℓj(x) =
{
Υ(λx) if j = ℓ,
0 if j 6= ℓ, ℓ = 1, 2, 3,
Υ ∈ C1c (R3), Υ(x) = 1 if |x| ≤ 1 and Υ(x) = 0 if |x| ≥ 2. Then, for j = 1, . . . , 3,
3∑
i=1
∫
R3
λ∂iΥ(λx)∂iψn ∂jψn +
3∑
i=1
∫
R3
λ∂iΥ(λx)∂iϕn ∂jϕn
=
∫
R3
λ∂jΥ(λx)L(x, ϕn, ψn,∇ϕn,∇ψn)
+
1
2
∫
R3
εnΥ(λx)[∂jV (z + εnx)ϕ
2
n + ∂jW (z + εnx)ψ
2
n].
By the arbitrariness of λ > 0, letting λ→ 0 and keeping j fixed, we obtain∫
R3
[∂jV (z + εnx)ϕ
2
n + ∂jW (z + εnx)ψ
2
n] = 0 j = 1, 2, 3.
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By assumption (2.13), there exists a positive constant β1 such that, for all x ∈ R3
and j ≥ 1, we get |∇V (z+ εnx)| ≤ β1eγεn|x| and |∇W (z+ εnx)| ≤ β1eγεn|x|, so that,
invoking the uniform exponential decay of ϕn and ψn, letting n→∞ in the above
identity, there holds
(4.2)
∫
R3
(∂jV (z)ϕ
2
z + ∂jW (z)ψ
2
z) = 0, j = 1, 2, 3,
where (ϕz, ψz) 6= (0, 0) is a least energy solution of (Sz).
Therefore (4.1) holds with γ1(z) = ‖ϕz‖22 and γ2(z) = ‖ψz‖22. 
Proof of Theorem 2.8. First, we will show that Σ is a continuous function. Recall
from [19, Lemma 3.1] that, for every ξ ∈ R3 and w ∈ H1×H1 with w 6= (0, 0), there
exists a unique θ(w, ξ) > 0 such that θ(w, ξ)w ∈ Nξ (defined in (2.8)); the map
{w 7→ θ(w, ξ)} is continuous and {w 7→ θ(w, ξ)w} is a homeomorphism of the unit
sphere of H1 ×H1 on Nξ. In order to prove that Σ defined in (2.9) is continuous,
let us first consider the potentials V (x), W (x) as positive constants V, W ∈ R+.
Following the line of [24], we first show the continuity of the map (V,W )→ c(V,W ),
where c(V,W ) is the mountain pass level of the functional IV,W : H
1 × H1 → R
defined by
IV,W (u, v) =
1
2
∫
R3
|∇u|2 + |∇v|2 + V u2 +Wv2 −
∫
R3
F (u, v).
The following equalities hold (see Lemma 3.1 in [19])
(4.3) c(V,W ) = inf
H1×H1\(0,0)
max
t≥0
IV,W (tu, tv) = inf
NV,W
IV,W
where NV,W is the Nehari manifold associated to IV,W . Note that (4.3) implies that
proving the continuity of the map c(V,W ) is equivalent to show the continuity of
the map (V,W ) 7→ Σ(V,W ). Let us first show that
(4.4) lim
η→0
c(V + η,W + η) = c(V,W ).
It is readily seen that the following monotonicity property holds
(4.5) V1 > V2, W1 > W2 =⇒ c(V1,W1) ≥ c(V2,W2).
By virtue of (4.5), we get
(4.6) lim
η→0−
c(V + η,W + η) := c− ≤ c(V,W ).
Let ηh → 0− and δh → 0+ as h→∞. By the definition of c(V +η,W +η) and (4.3),
and since the map θ induces an homeomorphism of the unit sphere of H1 ×H1 on
NV+ηh,W+ηh, there exists (uh, vh) ∈ H1 ×H1, such that
‖∇uh‖22 + ‖∇vh‖22 + ‖uh‖22 + ‖vh‖22 = 1,(4.7)
max
t≥0
IV+ηh,W+ηh(tuh, tvh) ≤ c(V + ηh,W + ηh) + δh.(4.8)
We will first show that θ(uh, vh), given by
(4.9) θ(uh, vh) =
√
‖∇uh‖22 + ‖∇vh‖22 + V ‖uh‖22 +W‖vh‖22
‖uh‖44 + ‖vh‖44 + 2b‖uhvh‖22
,
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remains bounded. We argue by contradiction, therefore, we suppose, in virtue of
(4.7) that
(4.10) ‖uh‖44 + ‖vh‖44 + 2b‖uhvh‖22 → 0.
From the Ekeland variational principle we obtain that there exists a sequence (ξh, zh)
such that
‖uh − ξh‖H1 + ‖vh − zh‖H1 ≤
√
δh,(4.11)
c(V + ηh,W + ηh)− δh < IV+ηh,W+ηh(ξh, zh) < c(V + ηh,W + ηh) + δh,
I ′V+ηh,W+ηh(ξh, zh)→ 0.
From (4.11) and (4.10) it follows that
‖ξh‖44 + ‖zh‖44 + 2b‖ξhzh‖22 → 0.
Then
0 < c− = lim
h→∞
{
IV+ηh,W+ηh(ξh, zh)−
1
2
〈I ′V+ηh,W+ηh(ξh, zh), (ξh, zh)〉
}
=
1
4
lim
h→∞
{‖wh‖44 + ‖zh‖44 + 2b‖whzh‖22} = 0,
which is an obvious contradiction, proving that θ(uh, vh) remain bounded. Denoting
with θ(u, v) = θ(u, v, V,W ) and using the definition we have
IV,W (θ(u, v)u, θ(u, v)v) = max
t≥0
IV,W (tu, tv).
In virtue of (4.3), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.8), it results
c(V,W ) ≤ IV,W (θ(uh, vh)uh, θ(uh, vh)vh)
= IV+ηh,W+ηh(θ(uh, vh)uh, θ(uh, vh)vh)−
ηh
2
θ2(uh, vh)(‖uh‖22 + ‖vh‖22)
≤ c(V + ηh,W + ηh) + δh − ηh
2
θ2(uh, vh)(‖uh‖22 + ‖vh‖22)
≤ c− + δh − ηh
2
θ2(uh, vh)(‖uh‖22 + ‖vh‖22)
≤ c(V,W ) + δh − ηh
2
θ2(uh, vh)(‖uh‖22 + ‖vh‖22).
From (4.7) and as θ is an homeomorphism on the unit sphere, it follows, for h→∞,
that c(V,W ) = c−. In a similar fashion one can prove that
(4.12) c(V,W ) = lim
η→0+
c(V + η,W + η)
Therefore (4.4) is proved. Let now {zh} be a sequence in R3 such that zh → z as
h→∞. Observe that, given η > 0, for large h, we have
V (z) + η ≥ V (z) + |V (zh)− V (z)|
≥ V (zh) ≥ V (z)− |V (zh)− V (z)| ≥ V (z)− η,
and similar relations hold for W . From (4.4) and (4.12) we deduce that c(V (z) +
η,W (z) + η) and c(V (z) − η,W (z) − η) both converge to c(V (z),W (z)), yielding
the desired continuity of z 7→ Σ(z).
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Let us show that the function Σ defined in (2.9) is locally Lipschitz continuous.
We denote by S(z) the set of the nonnegative radial critical points of Iz of least
energy. Let z ξ ∈ R3 and (φz, ψz) ∈ S(z), we denote here θ(z, ξ) = θ(φz, ψz, ξ) =
θ(φz, ψz, V (ξ),W (ξ)). Then
Σ(ξ)− Σ(z) ≤ Iξ(θ(z, ξ)(φz, ψz))− Iz(φz, ψz).
Defining the function
(4.13) h(ξ) = Iξ(θ(z, ξ)(φz, ψz))
and noting that θ(z, z) = 1 we obtain
(4.14) Σ(ξ)− Σ(z) ≤ h(ξ)− h(z).
In order to prove that Σ is locally Lipschitz, we will use the mean value theorem
applied to the function h(ξ), so that we will show that ∇h is bounded. First observe
that, since θ(z, ξ)(φz, ψz) ∈ Nξ we get that θ(z, ξ) is given by (4.9) with uh = φh,
vh = ψh and V = V (ξ), W = W (ξ). From the continuity of the critical level in
dependence of V (ξ), W (ξ) and from the continuity of Σ we obtain that the functions
(z, ξ) 7→ ‖∇φz‖22 + ‖∇ψz‖22 + V (ξ)‖φz‖22 +W (ξ)‖ψz‖22,
z 7→ ‖φz‖44 + ‖ψz‖44 + 2b‖φzψz‖22
remain bounded and away from zero from below as z and ξ remain bounded, so that
θ(z, ξ) remains bounded for (z, ξ) bounded. Moreover, θ(z, ξ) is differentiable with
respect to the variable ξ so that also the function h defined in (4.13) is differentiable
and its gradient is given by
∇h(ξ) =∇ξIξ(θ(z, ξ)(φz, ψz)) = θ(z, ξ)
2
2
[∇V (ξ)‖φz‖22 +∇W (ξ)‖ψz‖22]
+ θ(z, ξ)∇ξθ(z, ξ)
[‖∇φz|22 + ‖∇ψz‖22 + V (ξ)‖φz‖22 +W (ξ)‖ψz‖2]
− θ(z, ξ)3∇ξθ(z, ξ)
[‖φz‖44 + ‖ψz‖44 + 2b‖φzψz‖22)] ,
so that
∇h(ξ) = θ(z, ξ)
2
2
[∇V (ξ)‖φz‖2 +∇W (ξ)‖ψz‖22]
+
∇ξθ(z, ξ)
θ(z, ξ)2
I ′ξ(θ(z, ξ)φz, θ(z, ξ)ψz)[θ(z, ξ)φz, θ(z, ξ)ψz].
Hence, since (θ(z, ξ)φz, θ(z, ξ)ψz) ∈ Nξ, we get
∇h(ξ) = θ(z, ξ)
2
2
[∇V (ξ)‖φz‖2 +∇W (ξ)‖ψz‖22]
This formula, (4.14), the mean-value theorem applied to the function h and the
local boundedness of θ imply that Σ is locally Lipschitz (in order to get the opposite
inequality, it suffices to switch z with ξ).
Now, let us prove conclusion (a) of Theorem 2.8.
Let z ∈ E and (uεn, vεn) ⊂ H a sequence of solutions to (Sε) that satisfy the
properties in Definition 2.6. Let us consider for all n ≥ 1 εn → 0 and the sequences
ϕn(x) = uεn(z+εnx), ψn(x) = vεn(z+εnx), so that ϕn(x)+ψn(x)→ 0 as |x| → ∞,
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uniformly with respect to n and Jεn(ϕn, ψn) → Σ(z) as n → ∞. The sequence
(ϕn, ψn) converges C
2 over compacts to (ϕz, ψz) a least energy solution of (Sz), and
ϕz, ψz are radially and exponentially decaying (see [10]), that is (ϕz, ψz) belongs to
S(z).
Consider the scalar problems
(SVz )

−∆u+ V (z)u = u3 in R3,
u > 0, u ∈ H1,
u(0) = max
R3
u,
(SWz )

−∆v +W (z)v = v3 in R3,
v > 0, v ∈ H1,
v(0) = max
R3
v.
It is known (see [8], [18]) that (SVz ) and (S
W
z ) have a unique ground state solution.
Notice that Proposition 3.3 implies that, if z ∈ Ob, then (ϕz, ψz) has necessarily
one trivial component. So that, the following possibilities may occur:
I. z ∈ Ob and ϕz = 0 and ψz is a nontrivial solution to (SWz );
II. z ∈ Ob and ψz = 0 and ϕz is a nontrivial solution to (SVz );
III. z ∈ E \ Ob = EΣ.
It is readily seen by a simply scaling that, if ϕz 6= 0 or ψz 6= 0,
ϕz(x) =
√
V (z)U0(
√
V (z)x), ψz(x) =
√
W (z)U0(
√
W (z)x),
where U0 is the unique solution to −∆u + u = u3. Since ψn converges uniformly
to ψz, which has its global maximum point in the origin, case I corresponds to
z ∈ EW . In such a case, in light of (4.1), there holds γ1(z) = 0, γ2(z) 6= 0, namely
z ∈ Crit(W ). Arguing as above it is possible to show that the situation of case
II implies that z ∈ EV and z ∈ Crit(V ). Of course EV ∩ EW ∩ {V 6= W} = ∅.
Indeed, if z∗ ∈ EV ∩ EW ∩ {V 6= W} there would exist two sequences (u1j , v1j ) and
(u2j , v
2
j ) of solutions to (Sε) such that the corresponding scaled solutions (ϕ
1
j , ψ
1
j )
and (ϕ2j , ψ
2
j ) converge in the C
2 sense over compact sets to (ϕ1z∗ , ψ
1
z∗) ∈ S(z∗) and
(ϕ2z∗, ψ
2
z∗) ∈ S(z∗) and such that ϕ1j(0) ≥ δ > 0 (since z∗ ∈ EV ) and ψ2j (0) ≥ δ > 0
(since z∗ ∈ EW ), for every j. As a consequence, letting j →∞, we get ϕ1z∗ 6= 0 and
ψ2z∗ 6= 0. Now, in light of Lemma 3.3, since z∗ ∈ Ob and (ϕ1z∗, ψ1z∗) and (ϕ2z∗ , ψ2z∗)
have least energy, we have ψ1z∗ = 0 and ϕ
2
z∗ = 0. Therefore,
Γ
√
V (z∗) = Iz∗(ϕ
1
z∗, 0) = Σ(z
∗) = Iz∗(0, ψ
2
z∗) = Γ
√
W (z∗),
contradicting that V (z∗) 6=W (z∗). The previous facts show that
E ∩ Ob ⊆ EV ∪ EW , and EV × EW ⊂ Crit(V )× Crit(W ).
Hence, we conclude that
E = (E ∩ Ob) ∪ (E \ Ob) = EV ∪ EW ∪ EΣ,
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with EV × EW ⊂ Crit(V ) × Crit(W ). To prove conclusion (a) of Theorem 2.8 it is
only left to show that EΣ ⊂ CritC(Σ). In order to do this we will first prove that
the directional derivatives from the left and the right of Σ at every point z ∈ R3
along any η ∈ R3 exist and it holds(
∂Σ
∂η
)−
(z) = sup
(ϕz ,ψz)∈S(z)
∂Iz
∂η
(ϕz, ψz),(
∂Σ
∂η
)+
(z) = inf
(ϕz ,ψz)∈S(z)
∂Iz
∂η
(ϕz, ψz),
that is, explicitly,(
∂Σ
∂η
)−
(z) = sup
(ϕz ,ψz)∈S(z)
1
2
{
∂V
∂η
(z)‖ϕz‖22 +
∂W
∂η
(z)‖ψz‖22
}
,(4.15) (
∂Σ
∂η
)+
(z) = inf
(ϕz ,ψz)∈S(z)
1
2
{
∂V
∂η
(z)‖ϕz‖22 +
∂W
∂η
(z)‖ψz‖22
}
,
for every z, η ∈ R3.
Let {µj} ⊂ R3 be a sequence converging to µ0 and let (uj, vj) be a correspon-
ding sequence of solutions of least energy Σ(µj). We want to prove that, up to
a subsequence, uj → u0 and vj → v0, strongly in H1, with (u0, v0) ∈ S(µ0). It
is straightforward to see that (uj, vj) is bounded in H
1 × H1 so that, up to a
subsequence, it converges weakly to a pair (u0, v0), and uj → u0 and vj → v0 locally
in the C2-sense, so that (u0, v0) is a solution to the limiting problem with µ = µ0.
Moreover, as previously observed, there exists δ > 0 such that u20(0) + v
2
0(0) ≥ δ,
which entails u0 6= 0 or v0 6= 0. Observe that, by the continuity of Σ and by Fatou’s
Lemma, we get
Σ(µ0) = lim
j→∞
Σ(µj) = lim
j→∞
Iµj (uj, vj) ≥ Iµ0(u0, v0) ≥ Σ(µ0).
Hence, in particular, it holds Iµj (uj, vj)→ Iµ0(u0, v0) = Σ(µ0) as j →∞, that is
lim
j→∞
∫
R3
|∇uj|2 + |∇vj|2 + V (µj)u2j +W (µj)v2j
=
∫
R3
|∇u0|2 + |∇v0|2 + V (µ0)u20 +W (µ0)v20.
Then we have (uj, vj) → (u0, v0) strongly in H1 × H1. For any (ϕ, ψ) ∈ S(z), we
get
Σ(z + tη)− Σ(z) ≤ Iz+tη(ϑ(z, z + tη)ϕ, ϑ(z, z + tη)ψ)− Iz(ϕ, ψ)
= t∇ξIξ(ϑ(ξ, z)ϕ, ϑ(ξ, z)ψ)|ξ∈[z,z+tη].
Whence, by the arbitrariness of (ϕ, ψ) ∈ S(z),
lim sup
t→0+
Σ(z + tη)− Σ(z)
t
≤ inf
(ϕ,ψ)∈S(z)
1
2
{
∇V (z) · η‖ϕ‖22 +∇W (z) · η‖ψ‖22
}
.
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To get the opposite inequality, take (ϕ, ψ) ∈ S(z + tη). It holds
Σ(z + tη)− Σ(z) ≥ Iz+tη(ϕ, ψ)− Iz(θ(z + tη, z)ϕ, θ(z + tη, z)ψ)
= t∇ξIξ(θ(ξ, z + tη)ϕ, θ(ξ, z + tη)ψ)|ξ∈[z,z+tη].
Using the continuity of θ and the convergence of (ϕ, ψ) to an element of S(z), we
obtain
lim inf
t→0+
Σ(z + tη)− Σ(z)
t
≥ inf
(ϕ,ψ)∈S(z)
1
2
{
∇V (z) · η‖ϕ‖22 +∇W (z) · η‖ψ‖22
}
,
proving the opposite inequality, so that the desired formula for the right derivative
of Σ follows. A similar argument provides the corresponding formula for the left
derivative.
Assume now that z ∈ E \Ob = EΣ. Notice that, beside (4.2), for all η ∈ R3, it holds∫
R3
∂V
∂η
(z)ϕ2z +
∂W
∂η
(z)ψ2z = 0.
Hence, since (ϕz, ψz) ∈ S(z), by formula (4.15) we have(
∂Σ
∂η
)+
(z) ≤ 0
Then, by the definition of (−Σ)0(z; η), we get
(−Σ)0(z; η) ≥
(
∂(−Σ)
∂η
)+
(z) ≥ 0, for every η ∈ R3.
In turn 0 ∈ ∂C(−Σ)(z) and, since ∂C(−Σ)(z) = −∂CΣ(z) (see [12]), we obtain
z ∈ CritC(Σ), which concludes the proof of (a).
If V andW are also bounded from above, by choosing b∞0 and b
∞
1 as in (2.14)-(2.15)
we get Ob = R3 for all b ≤ b∞0 (as b∞0 ≤ bz for every z), and Ob = ∅ for all b > b∞1
(as b∞1 ≥ bz for every z), thus immediately proving assertion (b). Finally, if b > b∞2
the last assertion of the theorem follows immediately from Proposition 3.3. 
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